
Warm-up: Is this good news or bad news?



The Current State of AI
Session 1



Etiquette

📷 Cameras on — show your face 

🔇 Mute yourself when not talking 

 Drop your questions in the chat + “raise” your hand during questions 
time 

📩 Don’t give up: Something isn’t clear? Get in touch.

❤ Be nice!



Let’s see if this works…

In one word, describe your current feeling 
about Artificial Intelligence.

Drop it in the chat 



Live Session Schedule
are all the invites in your calendar? 

● Tuesday, May 30th: Session 1
● Thursday, June 1st: Session 2
● Monday, June 5th: Session 3
● Tuesday, June 6th: Session 4
● Thursday, June 8th: Session 5
● Friday, June 12th: Session 6

⏱ Each session is 60+30 minutes

📺 All the sessions will be recorded. You’ll get an email with 
the recording, slides, and other action items. 



What we’ll do?

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words, numbers, and images

♻ Session 3: Reinforcement & Support

📚 Session 4: Broader implications for industries and careers

🛠 Session 5: Advanced skills, specialized tools, and automations 

♻ Session 6: Reinforcement & Support



Course Goals

😎
Confidence

🛠
Key Skills

🧱
Building Blocks

🧠
Foundation for
Further Study



Disclaimer
● Not investment advice.

● Not legal, tax, medical, or any other advice.

● Unproven technology — buggy, unreliable, 
unpredictable. 

● Relying on public sources of information, at face 
value

● We’re all in this together! Let’s join forces.



Course Portal

Log in with your email at https://in.hypefree.com 



👋 Questions so far?



Community Chatroom



Activity — 4 minutes:

Join the Slack Workspace using 
the link below.

Got to the #introductions channel 
and introduce yourself. 

You can use the following format:

1.About me:
2. What I’m working on:
3. What I can offer (your expertise or special power):
4. Twitter, LinkedIn, or other ways to connect
5. Song that gets you energized:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jxihJtGVmhBSm_D3CRxfg3271k2jyp5F/preview


This is a very serious guy



“I don't think we can train a machine to be intelligent, purely 
from text… I think it's basically hopeless. 

I take an object. I put it on the table and I push the table. It's 
completely obvious to you that the object will be pushed with 
the table, right? Because it's sitting on it. 

There's no text in the world, I believe that explains this. And 
so if you train a machine as powerful as it could be, your GPT 
5000 or whatever it is, it's never gonna learn about this.”



Activity — 4 minutes:

Log in to ChatGPT and test 
whether it has a “world model.” 

Describe a situation that would 
require it to understand the 
relation between objects in 
space. Did it succeed?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


How did it go?
(raise your hand 👋 if you’d like to share)



Intelligence is “emergent”

* Arises from the interaction of simpler elements in a system, but cannot be 
predicted solely from those elements. Shows characteristics that appear at 
a higher system level due to lower-level interactions.



Software is no longer “programmed”



Is this what’s happening?

Source: The Long View 

https://twitter.com/HayekAndKeynes/status/1658264943928434688?s=20


“The development of full artificial intelligence could 
spell the end of the human race.... It would take off 
on its own, and redesign itself at an ever-increasing 
rate. Humans, who are limited by slow biological 

evolution, couldn't compete and would be 
superseded.”

— Stephen Hawking



Happy ending?
(it’s not clear)



Moravec’s Paradox
(the hard stuff is easy, the easy stuff is hard)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6UaAY7G9zw


Still, things are progressing at a rapid clip…

Source: Art by Javier / Reddit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/midjourney/comments/1387fmw/midjourney_versions_comparison/


Research is exploding

Source: Deutsche Bank 

https://veri-media.io/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/AI-5Ws-DB.pdf


Money is flowing



Magical software

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqXNhakuwVc&t=30


“Copilot has dramatically accelerated my coding, 
it's hard to imagine going back to "manual coding". 
Still learning to use it but it already writes ~80% of 
my code, ~80% accuracy. I don't even really code, I 

prompt. & edit.”

— Andrej Karpathy



Medical miracles 

Source: Nature 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXEBVnrKw64&t=35
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-023-06094-5


Faster finance

Source: Composer 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1apblHOoelZcaGVdnUhZKKNgxnu-ilKSD/preview
https://www.composer.trade/


Expertise at scale

Source: Ayers, Pollack, et al 

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2804309


Enhanced presence

Source: Google 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obuyCkotJ_s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obuyCkotJ_s&t=10


Enhanced… everything?

Source: Microsoft 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCfwc-NNo30&t=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCfwc-NNo30


Source: Barsee 

Unleashing our imagination

https://twitter.com/heyBarsee/status/1662472686084268033/photo/1


Making Photoshop great again

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVTyLYupECI&t=2


Managing itself?

Source: Cognosys AI 

https://app.cognosys.ai/


And threatening our survival?



How did we get here?



1940s: The brain as a logical learning machine

https://home.csulb.edu/~cwallis/382/readings/482/mccolloch.logical.calculus.ideas.1943.pdf


1950s: Can machines think?



1956: Proving mathematical theorems



Late 1950s: Learning machines



1960s: Early “Natural Language Processing”



1970-1990s: AI Winter

“in no part of the field have discoveries made so far 
produced the major impact that was then promised.”



1997: Deep Blue vs. Kasparov

Source: The Conversation 

https://theconversation.com/twenty-years-on-from-deep-blue-vs-kasparov-how-a-chess-match-started-the-big-data-revolution-76882


Early 2010s: Neural nets & image recognition



What’s so deep about deep learning?

Source: Data-Driven Investor 

https://www.datadriveninvestor.com/deep-learning-explained/


2010s: A variety of approaches

Supervised Learning Teaching computers to learn from labeled examples and make predictions based on patterns.

Unsupervised Learning Helping computers find patterns and group similar data without explicit labeling.

Reinforcement Learning Training computers to learn optimal behavior through trial and error with a reward-based system.

Convolutional Neural Networks Specialized networks that enable computers to understand and analyze images and videos.

Recurrent Neural Networks Networks designed for sequential data, allowing computers to process information with a sense of 
order, useful for language and time series data.

Ensemble Learning Combining multiple models to improve prediction accuracy by leveraging diverse perspectives.

Transfer Learning Applying knowledge from one task to improve performance on a related task, reducing the need for 
extensive new training.

Deep Reinforcement Learning Merging deep learning and reinforcement learning to teach computers to make optimal decisions in 
complex environments.



2017: A new path…
notice anything surprising about this publication?



Ultimately, it’s all just “predictions”.



👋 Questions so far?



What is “intelligence”?
(drop it in the chat )

Reason

Make 
Plans

Solve 
Problems

Think 
abstractly

Comprehend 
ideas

Learn from 
experience

Source: Sebastien Bubeck 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS979US979&q=dunning+kruger+effect&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjI6_LonJ3_AhUZpokEHT0uAcgQ0pQJegQIChAB&biw=1601&bih=1336&dpr=2#imgrc=W7CXq6sQM8VVzM


Group Work — 8 minutes:

Introduce yourself and come up with 
an answer:

You have the opportunity to “inject” 
intelligence into one product. 

What would you do to maximize 
profits?

or

What would you do to maximize the 
benefit for humanity?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXYNcwmjK4g


How did it go?
(raise your hand 👋 if you’d like to share)



Let’s talk about unintelligence
(and confidence)



Prompt: “Cite ten books about the impact of computers on urban planning”

Try it with GPT 3.5, GPT 4, and Bard

https://chat.openai.com/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://bard.google.com/u/2/


Activity — 4 minutes:

Ask ChatGPT (or Bard) for specific 
sources or quotes about a topic 
you don’t know about. 

Then, ask it about a topic you do 
know about. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


How did it go?
(raise your hand 👋 if you’d like to share)



AI is just like us… for now

Source: Wikipedia 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dunning%E2%80%93Kruger_Effect_01.svg


This can get you into a lot of trouble…



Why do models hallucinate?



Developers have some control over it



Specialized solutions make things better

https://elicit.org/
https://scite.ai/home


Another solution: Treat is as an intern

Intern



Summary

➔ Intelligence is emergent. The biggest experts aren’t sure 
how it will evolve. 

➔ The hard  stuff is easier than we thought (and the easy 
stuff is not that hard, either)

➔ Research, investment, and experimentation are booming 
— so we can expect plenty of new breakthroughs soon…

➔ But winters are possible

➔ These are powerful tools, but they (still) cannot replace 
high-level experts and cautious processes



Home Work: Build a Simple App
1. Generate code with ChatGPT. You can begin by asking it 

something like: “Generate an html snippet for an app that 
does….”

2. ChatGPT might give you two (or more) pieces of code for 
different files. If it does, ask it to provide a single snippet of 
code. 

3. To test your code, go the HTML / JavaScript Tester. 

4. Click on “Show your output” at the top of the screen.  
See and test your result in the lower right corner. 

5. Does it work? Want to make it even better? Go back to 
ChatGPT and instruct it on any changes you’d like.

6. Repeat until you’re happy with your app.

7. Once you’re done, post your code on the Slack 
#show-your-work channel. 

1⃣ Paste your code

2⃣ Click here

https://cs.iupui.edu/~ajharris/webprog/jsTester.html
https://join.slack.com/t/hypefree/shared_invite/zt-1ui7cm26q-JU9KhXmOXPEooJFKu60ezA
https://hypefree.slack.com/archives/C02LXQG1CVD


Thank you!



👋 Questions?


